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Prologue 

The weak tremble at the (inappropriate) thought, the foolish fight it, 

the wise condemn it, and the skillful govern it. 

Jean Platiere, 18th century 

Abstract 

The present paper addresses the possible contribution that recognition of neglected markets could 

offer to improve social responsibility. It seems clear that everything has already been researched 

and most of it proved concerning the nature and the role of market. Here the economists are divided 

between those who are soliciting for the market as the basic mechanism for regulation of economy 

and society and those, who believe that markets should be restrained as much as possible. By 

promoting intervention before markets we at the same time presuppose that the government is in 

position for instance to act as distributor of goods and income. From this point of view, it can 

easily happen that we miss to recognize new markets if and when they appear, and do consider 

only those for which we dispose over policies, instruments and measures. Taking into account that 

since last centuries business and societies have been changing, such approach is inappropriate and 

is causing unsustainable solutions. Using the examples of migration issue and recently popular 

politics of hate speech and alternative facts the authors develop a thesis, that problems in both 

mentioned fields could be explained through lack of capability of preceding liberal democrat 

policy who did not recognize emerging of new markets and did not regulate them on time.   

Key words: emerging of markets, market regulation, political markets 

Uporabna teorija tržne in družbene odgovornosti s sodobnimi izzivi 

Povzetek 

Prispevek naslavlja možen prispevek, ki bi ga lahko dalo prepoznavanje sedaj zanemarjenih trgov 

k dvigu družbene odgovornosti. Deluje se, kot da je bilo že vse raziskano glede narave in vloge 

trga. Pri tem se tudi ekonomisti delimo na tiste, ki verjamejo v sposobnost tržišča, da vzpostavi 

optimalno ravnovesje, in na tiste, ki bi mu prepustili le toliko vloge, kolikor je nujno potrebno. Pri 

tem, ko dajemo prednost intervenciji pred tržiščem, predpostavljamo, da je vlada oziroma država 

v vsakem pogledu sposobna bolje opravljati funkcije trga, kot so dobava dobrin in razdelitev 

dohodka. V tem duhu se potem kar lahko zgodi, da razpoznamo in prepoznavam le trge, za katere 

smo razvili politike, instrumente in ukrepe. Glede na to, da se že nekaj stoletij okoli nas veliko 

spreminja, je takšen instrumentalističen pristop seveda neustrezen in je v tem pogledu netrajnosten. 

Na osnovi primerov problema migracij in pojave politik, ki hranijo sebe in svoje pristaše s 

sovražnim govorom, alternativnimi dejstvi itd., avtorja razvijeta tezo, da je treba probleme z 

obema fenomenoma razumeti tako, da politika liberalne demokracije ni spoznala pojava novih 

trgov in ni pravočasno pristopila k njuni regulaciji. 

Ključne besede: nastajanje novih trgov, regulacija tržišča, politični trg  
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1. Introduction 

Literature on the role of markets has been quite developed and has been concentrated 

predominantly on the questions what benefits they can bring us and to which extent they should 

steer the economy and society and which is the role of the collective action with exercising control 

over the market mechanisms. In this respect let us turn to the basic divergence where F. A. Hayek 

believed that state planning paved The Road to Serfdom. On the other hand, Macpherson solicited 

for the opposite point of view - that Democracy Needs Socialism (McKay 2014). Our paper does 

not discuss these questions but tries to bring to the point the fact, that markets emerge beyond our 

will. Here we will use a basic theoretical assumption of the Arrow-Debreu model (1954) and its 

interpretation as a theory by Radner (1970). Here the difference in information at the disposition 

of different economic agents should nevertheless lead to a competitive market meaning that market 

equilibrium will thus be achieved for every commodity. 

If so, it is not hard to realize that by no means can humankind consistently judge or even plan in 

which areas markets will emerge. We are rejecting the prevailing instrumentalist view that the 

market can appear only in the areas, where we dispose over values, priorities, policies, instruments 

and measures to control and regulate them.  

The term “markets” has been in English texts now massively used when discussing financial 

markets. The authors of this paper will, however, stick to the original term meaning the place 

where all kinds of supply and demand meet. 

We will use the privilege assigned to applied theory building and will base our position on 

empirical events that we experienced in the last decade. They are so evident that no data will have 

to be used, as they are clearly understood also from a point of view of an average informed person. 

With the help of developments marking the migration challenge and “alternative facts” plus hostile 

speech embedded in some countries’ top-level policy, we will try to prove that there exists a 

widespread misunderstanding of what markets actually mean and how they shape our business and 

social environment. Although these developments seemingly have nothing to do with markets, we 

will argue that they offer a solid example and empirical experience of how markets emerge from 

nothing thus explaining their real nature, emerging and functioning. 

2. The migration issue 

Migrations have always been a part of human experience. Except those of epic dimensions such 

as the flow of Europeans to America, our civilization massively experienced those which were 

consequences of natural catastrophes and later religious and armed conflicts. As a rule, the 

migrants then did not really plan their escape from certain regions, could only bring with them 

what a carriage and their working animals could carry (if they possessed any), knew practically 

nothing about their point of destination and what is awaiting them there. It is very important to 

know that their point of destination normally was the next safe area (country). Also, inhabitants in 

the regions accidentally becoming a host of these movements did not know anything about the 

immigrants apart from this what they saw and later experienced upon their arrival.  

Happening in the course of time in every new era these movements were increasingly better 

supported by infrastructure and means of transport to be in last decades made easier by practically 

unlimited access to modern information technologies and information itself. In this way the 

character of migrations has utterly changed during history. These changes made modern massive 

emigrations differ entirely from the ones hundreds of years ago.  

So in the last decades the migrants from the countries hit by military conflict, political suppression, 

ecological degradation or long-lasting poverty easily collect information on the situation in other 
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parts of the world. Here they often are assisted by the information received by their compatriots 

already working in target economies. Apart from security their targeted destinations should offer 

them better living as much as possible based on the chance to enter the labour market in a stable 

society or to get support by social transfers they could qualify for. The information technology 

enables relatively easy access to the data on such destinations thus broadening the population, 

which wants to migrate.  

Reaching great numbers this flow naturally attracts suppliers and facilitators of migration. They 

provide potential migrants with information on destinations most fulfilling their expectations, offer 

them (often corrupt) means of transport and usually falsely promise their acceptance in the country 

of their destination. For our discussion relevant is the fact that they developed and dispose over 

most functions typical for a tourist company like marketing, finance, transportation or economy of 

scale. Naturally, providers of such mobility follow their business calculation and strive to profit 

from dire situations of their “customers”. 

From the point of the theory of markets mentioned above, here we have the typical forming of a 

(new) market although it has not been recognized as such. The international community should 

indeed strive to limit the suffering of hundreds of thousands of people in these developments. One 

could suggest that possible effective solutions are only slowly entering the political agenda since 

migration has long been an instrument of rejuvenation of western labour markets. However, when 

understood as a new market that has arisen, the community should strive for corresponding 

measures to steer and regulate this market or to prevent it. Here probably participants on the supply 

side should be erased by international collective action in the sense of Žižek’s (2020) and Harari’s 

(2019) call for international coordinated action, as here human trafficking is in place. 

3. Markets are not here to be loved 

The basic thesis of this article is that no matter what we think of markets and what our known 

experience with them is, nor of their advantages neither for the problems they are causing us, 

nobody should be accounted as responsible. Following human reactions to economic incentives 

from our environment they simply emerge by themselves – using the supply gap. That is how it 

always was and how it is going to be in the future. 

Human centrism has been criticized from practically all sides. We are responsible for destroying 

whole nations (for instance native Americans), for exploiting whole nations, for destroying nature 

and so on and so on. In this bunch of perils that humans are causing in this world, there are also 

the forms in which we have been organizing our production and distribution of wealth in the last 

centuries. One of the most attacked here is capitalism where we recently meet a first great 

misunderstanding (Žižek, 2021). Being criticised as a disgrace brought up and maintained by 

western democracies in its most developed and efficient form in the last decades proved to be in 

Asian nations with at least questionable democracy or even in a proclaimed communist country 

(PR China). For our topic, it is relevant that the criticism of capitalism with a switch of a hand 

embraces also market economy e.g. markets. And here we believe we face a conceptual mistake 

that the markets were invented by capitalism. So markets are no one’s creation and to use them as 

an alibi for our discontent with the problems they may cause is incorrect. 

4. Developments not in favour of civilization development 

The developments which left the path that started with the renaissance and enlightenment are most 

probably the consequence of the fact that certain groups stayed aside, were not considered and 

treated as relevant, thus not having access to the fruits of liberal democracy. With information 
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technology development and its democratisation, they can come into the light, can network and 

are quite consistent and robust.  

Considering the case of such different countries as the USA and Slovenia, one should note that 

probably there also the dissonance between urban and rural population (regions) is at work. The 

next perspective could be that to understand what is happening to them (especially influenced by 

COVID – 19 pandemics) unbelievable share of the population opted for abandoning the view of 

society as driven by technology (Županov 1983). They are looking for magic solutions (propensity 

to be active followers of religion, proponents of conspiracy theories, declaring civilization 

developments (led by the establishment) as a danger for the traditional society …). 

One of the characteristics that these compact groups on the political markets require from the 

leaders they vote for is taking off the gloves and use bold expressions when addressing any kind 

of proclaimed establishment. Here no difference is being made between a financial, political, 

cultural, artist or any group which is considered as an opponent to the autocrat. Interesting here is 

that the weak (see prologue) try to support their right to different political views without 

connecting to the fact what such public discourse may bring to social peace and cohesion. In the 

case of Slovenia as a small economy in this respect, the damage caused to the country’s 

international position and trademark is massively overseen by government economic advisors 

referring to the government international communication and action (Ovin 2021). The hate speech 

style by state representatives (mostly spread by Twitter) accompanying the USA trade war has 

also caused that the COVID-19 pandemic instead of bringing the world together rather brought 

bigger difference (The Economist 2020/a, 9). 

Although being critical to countries’ top representatives acting in a socially destructive way, 

following the applied market theory the authors see the need to act in the political markets and not 

directly towards leaders who are accused of dictatorship attitude. As stressed above compact 

groups opposing liberal democracy values were not formed by themselves. Their formation had 

been pushed through an ignorant and arrogant attitude of the same political establishment which 

is now loudly criticising what actually came out of the neglected areas of the political market. It is 

wrong to say that the (usually rightist) policies and actions are unacceptable and that “we must 

fight it” as usually written on their panels, where often hate speech of unloved politicians is 

answered with hate speech of their own. 

It is true that the strength of the part of the political market which is supporting inappropriate social 

discourse is in its compactness and consequent action. But if the groups being put in a position to 

oppose basic principles that we try to follow since the beginning of the renaissance and 

enlightenment they by far are not prevailing in the political market. If so, especially accused of 

anti-democratic acting these developments can only be addressed by the action using democratic 

principles and action. The first one is a clear requirement of any political representative to consider 

the parts of society that might be losing with certain political decision and action – representing 

the cornerstone of any economic policy. Abandoning ignorance and arrogance could be carried 

out with a very well-known instrument of cost-benefit analysis of any major measure or group of 

measures by the economic policy. Here Biden’s risky step towards higher taxation of top earners 

could be the right one. To reduce the market-share of desperate middle-class earners who have 

been losing their economic power (as savers – investors and consumers) in the last decades, much 

bolder steps will be necessarily bringing high political risk. But it can simply be considered as a 

cost caused by ignorant and arrogant policies which will have to be paid in order to prevent social 

and democratic erosion in the future. 
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The lasting peace and economic prosperity influenced the climate of the end of history 

(Fukuyama), where no more action is needed to develop or even protect the basic values of liberal 

democracy. Causing self-confidence also in political circles such climate has developed 

mediocracy plus negative selection thus keeping top human resources recognizing it out of 

elections as well as causing absenteeism at the elections. So in this respect, the measure to be 

considered by political options wishing to turn the trends is to bring voters to the elections. 

Who is surprised and should not be?  

A typical element, which we could consider as a part of general surprise regarding unwanted 

developments of leadership level is rejecting the actions of countries’ and governments’ leaders 

who use their formal power to destruct already achieved standards of enlightenment, reformation 

and general civilization norms. 

If we accept that there is the existence of markets that attract such political businessmen and 

merchants, we should now stop hiding behind the curtain by simply criticising the leaders that are 

challenging democracy. They are not, they are rather simply using the supply gap on the existing 

market. So to turn the tide demonizing these political businessmen makes no sense; one must start 

analysing what was wrong with liberal democracy, which did not care for the growing number of 

bystanders who were not understood, represented or protected by politically correct governing, 

who now constitute an important political market.  

In the period of the cold war, discussion (and thus criticism against capitalism) was strongly 

oriented towards uneven income distribution in capitalism and accessible social services in 

socialism. In the course of time it proved that no matter its name, no economic system can assure 

sustainability without engaging markets. Another proposition that has utterly changed, is the art of 

deprivation, which we see in modern societies. Despite the fact that GDP growth in the last decades 

was strongly supported by labour productivity growth (Korkmaz and Korkmaz 2017) its fruits 

have been progressively withdrawn from the middle-income class (Dorling 2015). Especially with 

their contribution to the American dream in the post 2nd WW period they actually acted not only 

as pillars of financial markets development but also as supporters of stable and civilized political 

discourse. With fast and concentrated technology development and with a detachment of financial 

markets from processes in the real economy they not only were withdrawn their economic role of 

savers but have become less and less socially and thus politically relevant. This process took place 

in the longest period of (relative) peace and economic prosperity. And it was not hard to predict 

that they will have to be resolved in one way or another. 

Despite mentioning social irrelevance, we will not go in-depth about its meaning, but will just 

quote Zerubavel (2015, 6), who among others works with terms such as Wide-Angle vision and 

Peripheral Vision. Transferred to the field of (public) policy the today’s state of liberal democracy, 

the absence of the views mentioned above did nothing other than form a population structure that 

were put in an irrelevant position. Lasting peace and growing living standard less and less were 

offset in this social class ability to invest and to progress, but mostly on their ability to serve as 

consumers thus supporting the growth of employment and thus new consumers. Faced, however, 

with the absence of attention which is mostly connected with being unable to defend and preserve 

their traditional cultural, economic and ethnic values subject to fundamental changes, these 

structures were spotted by political businessmen and merchants. As soon as elections passed they 

abolished also basic civilized standards of political life and took the fight against the establishment 

– usually represented by structures of liberal democracy. 

The public enjoying reality shows developed by the television to improve the spectators’ numbers, 

favours them because there all kinds of human characteristics come to daylight. So everybody can 
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feel like a good member of society despite mistakes he or she made in his/her life. In this way, 

they do not resent their political heroes if they lie, operate with alternative facts or openly commit 

(from their perspective tolerable) crime. All this is showing them as more real humans. What they 

do not understand and therefore ignore, are external effects. When promoted to the level of the 

whole society the newly widely accepted social moral standards are directly destroying fruits of 

renaissance and enlightenment on which practically all benefits of today civilization are based. 

The next issue, of course, is that by occupying a relevant part of the society they are demounting 

it for further use as the benefits they offer, forms an army of followers spread in many parts of 

government and society. Not before too long also certain share of exceptional minds is on “Murti-

Bing pills” (Witkiewicz, 1985)1 and the fall of such regime can only come from other (outer) 

reasons as was the case of the Soviet Union2. 

5. Conclusions 

We believe that the applied theory presented in this paper could help to develop the understanding 

of politics where the highly developed western democracies are demonstrating convergence with 

less developed democracies and not the opposite. The fact that Žižek (2021) is stressing could 

represent only a partial answer: due to its incorporated instability capitalism now seems to be less 

efficient in western type democracies than in (mostly Asiatic) dictatorships and so it could be 

inviting for the politicians also in Europe and in the West to address economic problems by 

limiting democracy – often at its renaissance and enlightenment roots. From the point of view of 

this paper this seemingly top-down reason for the decaying of normal human(istic) principles in 

politics actually could only emerge through democratic processes. Harvesting the classification 

and subordination inherited from central governance the governments of liberal democracy could 

ignore social classes deprived of any influence. With information technology development and 

especially social networks, the energy that was cooking for quite some time suddenly erupted to 

the surface. If so, there has to be bottom-up energy, which is bringing politicians unfit for national 

leadership in office. Questionable politicians in this respect are nothing else than businessmen and 

women on the political market. Practically in the way that companies are rewarded on the market 

when they find a new area that has been missed or neglected by other producers or providers, the 

politicians are gathering humiliated and offended members of society and stand up for their rights. 

However, their accumulated (negative) energy against the establishment understands and requires 

fast and rough measures against the system which they accuse of their lagging behind and 

deprivation with income and social influence.  

Such situation due to progressing IT of course attracts also international attention and interference 

usually positioned on the far right, domestic political businessmen and merchants thus from time 

to time receive welcomed help when outside participants try to influence domestic political 

stability. Recently attempts to penetrate European institutions and destabilize them from the ouside 

are well known (Euobserver, 2021).  

Soliciting for a market approach we of course owe suggestions for the regulation of the two 

markets exposed. Of course, here we are leaving out big political proclamations which as shown 

up to now cannot bring the developments in this area to a controllable level. Basing on democratic 

and market principles they could be: 

 
1 Murti – Bing pills were symbolically taken by great minds in Asian type of tyrans’ rule to help them survive and 
assure their creativity.  
2 In the late 80's Soviet Communist party under Gorbachew saw no other possibility to react to the Soviet lagging 
behind with technology that allow democratization, which destabilized Communist party control. 
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For illegal market for migrations: 

• Consistent and internationally coordinated counter-marketing informing the target groups 

about the reality that is awaiting them out there.  

• Making business and transaction costs for the supply side unbearable – breaking channels and 

adjusting the juridical system. 

Political market normalization – support democracy and making anti-civilization efforts irrelevant: 

• Liberal democracy - recognition of gap as certain groups were not included in benefits of 

liberal democracy and fill it. 

• Bring voters' opinions from transparencies at the protests to elections. 

Nobody is dreaming of full social harmony and it is a well-known fact that political changes 

support innovation and economic growth (Bellettini, Ceroni and Prarolo 2009; World Bank Blogs 

2014). However, when faced with the destruction of basic democratic principles social 

cohesiveness and social peace suffer. We hope that recognizing markets, which took us by surprise 

and with the help of the measures addressed above we will find a way to assure social responsibility 

for another foreseeable future.  
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